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ABStRACt. the senses involved in food detection in primates in general, and lemurs in particular, remain 
poorly investigated. However, as lemurs include diurnal, nocturnal, and cathemeral species they represent a 
good model to test whether prey detection is dependent on activity pattern. As both diurnal and nocturnal 
species have been investigated previously we here aim to quantify the relative importance of different sensory 
modalities during prey detection in a cathemeral species, the red-bellied lemur (Eulemeur rubriventer). A series 
of experiments was performed using a group of four Eulemur rubriventer (Zoo de La Londe les Maures, France) 
to test the role of visual, olfactory and acoustic cues in prey detection. Both unimodal and multimodal cues were 
tested. the responses obtained in the different experiments show that visual cues are essential for prey detection 
in this species, at least in captivity. However, the use of multiple sensory modalities improves the success of 
detection suggesting that cathemeral species may benefit from the use of multiple sensory modalities.
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IntroductIon

the sensory modalities used during food 
detection in primates, and in lemurs in 
particular, have been poorly investigated (but see 
Erickson 1991, 1994; Erickson et al. 1998; 
Bicca-MarquEs & GarBEr 2004; GoErlitz 
& siEMErs 2007; siEMErs et al. 2007, PiEP et 
al. 2008). As lemurs include diurnal, nocturnal, 
and cathemeral species, they represent a good 
model to test the effect of activity pattern on 
prey detection. Whereas diurnal and nocturnal 
species have been studied previously (e.g. PiEP 
et al. 2008), little is known about the senses 
that guide food detection in cathemeral species. 
Here, we aim to quantify the involvement 
of the different sensory systems during prey 
detection in a cathemeral lemur, the red-bellied 
lemur (Eulemeur rubriventer), a species that 
forages at dusk to find fruits and insects. As 
this species forages at dusk we hypothesize that 
they preferentially use vision and potentially 
olfaction for food detection (siEMErs et al. 
2007). the large eye size and visual acuity 

of lemurs suggests that the contribution of the 
visual system in food detection and prey capture 
success may indeed depend on daily activity 
patterns (ross & kirk 2006). However, the 
pronounced use of olfactory markings and 
communication by growls (MittErMEiEr et al. 
2006) in this species suggests high sensitivity to 
sounds and odours, and leads us to predict that 
olfactory and acoustic cues may also be used in 
food detection. Although the structure and the 
function of acoustic signals in primates have 
been previously investigated, only a handful 
of studies have explored the way that primates 
hear and use these stimuli (raMsiEr & DoMiny 
2010). Interestingly, it appears that the amplitude 
of sounds emitted by insects can inform nocturnal 
lemurs, such as the mouse lemur, on the size and 
mass of their prey (GoErlitz & siEMErs 2007).

Surprisingly, no sensory detection studies have 
been performed with members of the Lemuridae 
rendering our understanding about the evolution of 
sensory modalities in response to activity patterns 
in primates limited. Here we experimentally test, 
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for one captive species of cathemeral lemur, which 
sensory modalities affect prey capture success, 
and discuss the use of sensory cues in relation to 
activity patterns in primates.

MAtErIAlS And MEtHodS

Animals and Housing

the red-bellied lemur (Eulemur rubriventer) is 
an exclusively arboreal species that lives in the 
rainforests of eastern Madagascar. In this study, 
a group of six captive individuals, five males 
(M) and one female (F) of the tropical zoo of 
La Londe les Maures (France) were observed; 
four were used in the experiments. Of these three 
were males and one was a female. Given that 
only a single female was used, we could not test 
for differences between sexes. this will have to 
be investigated using more individuals in future 
research.  

the placement of the boxes was random and 
placement was decided using a random number 
generator implemented in R.

Behavioural Experiments

the prey used during our trials consisted 
of crickets as they allowed us to differentiate 
between the three types of sensory modalities. 
Red-bellied lemurs were isolated and placed 
in front of a pair of boxes with a prey placed 
randomly in one of them. the individual’s 
response was noted as positive if the box 
containing the prey was opened and as negative 
if the empty box was chosen. For every test, two 
habituation trials were performed before the 
real experiment. Four boxes (17 x 20 x 15 cm) 
were made and covered by a thick plastic cover 
slightly longer than the box, which facilitated 
its opening by the lemurs (Fig. 1). two boxes 
were opaque and two were transparent. the 
boxes were cleaned every day with bleach to 
avoid any olfactory bias. three parameters were 
tested: visual, olfactory and acoustic cues. their 

effect was tested in unimodal and multimodal 
conditions: vision, olfaction, audition, vision-
olfaction, vision-audition, olfaction-audition. 
A control experiment with all cues present was 
also conducted. the seven experiments are 
summarized in table 1.

Fig. 1 – Opening of a box by a test subject. the use 
of an opaque versus transparent lid allowed us to test 
for the use of visual cues.

to test the use of visual stimuli (V), the pair 
of boxes was opaque or transparent and crickets 
were dead and contained in sealed plastic 
bags to avoid olfactory and auditory stimuli. 
to test the use of olfaction (O), dead crickets 
were placed directly in the opaque box or in 
a transparent hermetically sealed plastic bag 
that was then put in the box. to test the effect 
of auditory stimuli (A), live crickets that were 
moving (and thus making sounds) were placed 
in one of the opaque boxes in sealed bags, 
whereas the other box contained dead crickets, 
also in sealed bags to avoid olfactory stimuli. 
Seven different experiments were performed 
with each individual, with four replicates for 
each experiment, one replicate representing a 
session of 10 crickets (10 individual responses). 
Altogether, 1120 responses were analysed (280 
responses per individual).

Statistical analyses

All analyses were performed using R (R 
Development Core team, 2011). Mac Nemar 
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tests (comparison of proportions for dependent 
series) were used to test if there was learning 
during the detection experiments. We compared 
the proportions of successful detections 
during each half of each experiment for each 
individual and each parameter. this test is used 
to treat two qualitative variables in two classes 
(positive/negative response and 1st/2nd part of 
the experiment). the chance factor was tested 
to verify if the response was random or not. 
the observed proportions were compared with 
theoretical proportions (50 % of success) by 
means of a binomial test (e.g. Millot 2009). 
tests were performed for each situation at the 
individual and group level. Finally, to test the 
effect of the availability of one or several sensory 
modalities on the proportion of successful 
detections a G-test with multiple comparisons 
was performed. A Holm correction was applied 

to the p-values to take in account the multiple 
pairwise comparisons (e.g. Millot 2009). 

rESultS

the Mac Nemar tests showed that no learning 
was apparent for any of the individuals during 
the experiment (table 2).

Moreover, the binomial tests showed that 
the responses were not random at the group 
level when visual cues were available (table 
3). the situations involving audition, olfaction 
and audition-olfaction did not give responses 
diverging from chance. the same results were 
obtained at the individual level but the responses 
of one individual (Ernest) were also significantly 
different from chance when olfaction was 
available as a unimodal cue.

Sensory modalities Box type Prey status Prey conditioning

VOA transparent Alive Free

AO Opaque Alive Free

VO transparent Dead Free

VA transparent Alive Locked (bag)

A Opaque Alive Locked (bag)

O Opaque Dead Free

V transparent Dead Locked (bag)

taBlE 1

testing protocol for the different cues. VOA = vision-olfaction-audition, AO = audition-olfaction, VO = vision-
olfaction, VA = vision-audition, O = olfaction, A = audition, V = vision.

Individual VOA AO VO VA O A V

Ernest 1 1 0.13 1 0.75 0.72 1

Bart 1 0.75 1 0.505 1 0.55 1

Jumpy 1 1 0.07 0.72 0.1 1 0.37

Pimousse 0.37 0.72 1 1 1 0.29 0.22

tABLE 2

Comparison of the proportions of successful detections for each subject according to the available senses. 
P-values for Mac Nemar tests (with df=1). VOA = vision-olfaction-audition, AO = audition-olfaction, VO = 
vision-olfaction, VA = vision-audition, O = olfaction, A = audition, V = vision.
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In order to visualize the role of each sensory 
modality, the averages of the proportions of 
successful detection for each unimodal and 
multimodal task were calculated, and are 
presented in Figure 2.

the worst performance of the lemurs was 
recorded when only audition was available (40 
% of successful responses). the situations where 
the olfaction (O) and audition-olfaction (AO) 
parameters were involved resulted in success 
rates slightly higher than 50 %. In the four other 
situations (V, VA, VO, VAO), those in which 
visual cues were involved, more than 75 % of the 

responses were correct. Vision thus seems to be 
the dominant sense used in prey detection for this 
species (77 % of correct responses for unimodal 
experiments involving vision). the results also 
show that the association of vision with other 
senses improves the detection performance and 
thus the access to food. the best performance 
was recorded when both vision and olfaction 
were available (90 % of correct responses). the 
addition of audition to these two modalities 
reduced the performance of the lemurs (85 % 
of correct responses). Moreover, if vision was 
associated with audition only, the performance 
decreased to 80 %. 

Individual A O V AO VA VO VOA

Bart 0.87 0.87 3.21e-03* 0.13 1.92e-02* 9.28e-08* 6.91e-07*

Ernest 0.99 0.01* 3.21e-03* 0.44 6.91e-07* 9.28e-08* 3.39e-04*

Jumpy 0.92 0.68 3.39e-04* 0.13 9.11e-05* 2.11e-05* 6.91e-07*

Pimousse 0.56 0.68 4.18e-06* 0.98 6.91e-07* 3.73e-11* 6.91e-07*

Group level 0.99 0.35 2.73e-12* 0.35 1.03e-15* 3.12e-27* 1.72e-20*

tABLE 3

Comparison of the proportions of successful detections with the theoretical proportions corresponding to a 
performance level expected by chance. P-values for Binomial tests (with df = 1). *= significant values, VOA = 
vision-olfaction-audition, AO = audition-olfaction, VO = vision-olfaction, VA = vision-audition, O = olfaction, 
A = audition, V = vision.

Fig. 2 – Averages of the success proportions of all the subjects (N=4) for each sensory modality tested with 
standard errors. *** = significantly different from chance, VOA = vision-olfaction-audition, AO = audition-
olfaction, VO = vision-olfaction, VA = vision-audition, O = olfaction, A = audition, V = vision.
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Individual A O V AO VA VO VOA

Bart 0.87 0.87 3.21e-03* 0.13 1.92e-02* 9.28e-08* 6.91e-07*

Ernest 0.99 0.01* 3.21e-03* 0.44 6.91e-07* 9.28e-08* 3.39e-04*

Jumpy 0.92 0.68 3.39e-04* 0.13 9.11e-05* 2.11e-05* 6.91e-07*

Pimousse 0.56 0.68 4.18e-06* 0.98 6.91e-07* 3.73e-11* 6.91e-07*

Group level 0.99 0.35 2.73e-12* 0.35 1.03e-15* 3.12e-27* 1.72e-20*

To test the significance of the effect of the 
sensory modalities available (in unimodal and 
multimodal tasks) on the rate of positive response 
of the subjects, a G-test on the results concerning 
only the situations with responses different from 
those expected by chance at the group level was 
performed. It gave significant results (G = 11.33; 
df: 3; P = 0.01). to understand which modality or 
association of modalities had an effect on perfor-
mance, differences were tested using a G-test 
with multiple comparisons and Holm correction, 
the results of which are presented in table 4.

Results from the experiment with all cues 
available (VOA) were not significantly different (p 
> 0.05) from the other situations (vision-audition, 
vision-olfaction and vision) in terms of the 
proportion of correct responses. the same results 
were obtained with the bi-modal tasks involving 
vision and audition (p > 0.05). Nevertheless, a 
significant difference of performance existed 
between experiments with visual and olfactory 
cues and those with only visual cues (p < 0.05). 
Vision combined with olfaction improved the 
detection performance compared to situations 
where only visual cues were available. therefore, 
both vision and olfaction are important in prey 
detection for Eulemur rubriventer. 

dIScuSSIon

the objective of this study was to explore the 

sensory modalities employed by a cathemeral 
captive lemur to detect insect prey. the captive 
environment of the species, the relatively simple 
testing conditions, and the low variability in 
the food offered (crickets only) could have 
led to habituation and learning by the lemurs 
(Dukas & kaMil 2001). However, our results 
showed that no bias or learning effect could be 
detected. the statistical analyses also revealed 
a better detection performance when vision was 
involved and that these responses were different 
from chance. In the absence of visual cues, the 
responses were not different from what could be 
expected by chance, however. the use of vision 
in prey detection appears essential but detection 
performance is improved with the availability 
of other sensory cues. the data obtained for 
wild (siEMErs et al. 2007) and captive (PiEP 
et al. 2008) mouse lemurs offer similar results 
concerning the dominance of vision in the 
detection of prey by lemurs. yet, it should be 
noted that our sample size was limited (four 
individuals) and may thus potentially be biased 
at the individual level. thus further experiments 
using additional individuals would be needed to 
confirm our results.

Visual parameters

Visual stimuli appear to dominate prey 
detection in this lemur species in captivity. A 
protocol allowing the assessment of sensory 

Available 
modalities 1

Available 
modalities 2

p-values
with Holm correction

V VA 0.60
V VO 0.01*
V VOA 0.25

VA VO 0.08
VA VOA 0.60
VO VOA 0.52

tABLE 4

Significance of the difference of the proportion of successful detections according to the available modalities 
associated with vision. P-values of G-tests with multiple comparisons and Holm corrections. * = significant 
results (p < 0.05), VOA = vision-olfaction-audition, VO = vision-olfaction, VA = vision-audition, V = vision.
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stimuli involved in prey detection in wild 
conditions would be interesting to validate our 
results for captive animals. Previous studies 
predicted the dominance of visual cues in 
prey detection in lemurs and highlighted the 
importance of movement in the detection of prey 
(cartMill 1972, 1974, 1992). In the present 
study, movement was not tested, similar to the 
conditions in PiEP et al. (2008). Indeed, in the 
condition without auditory cues prey were 
dead to avoid rustling. therefore, it would be 
interesting to test detection performance in the 
presence of moving prey.

Audition

Crickets were chosen as these insects are 
very mobile thus favouring the emission of 
rustling sounds. Whereas olfactory and visual 
cues remained stable during the tests, acoustic 
cues could have been variable due to the fact 
that insects stopped moving once placed in 
the experimental boxes. thus, we could have 
underestimated the detection performance based 
on auditory cues due to behavioural variability 
of the prey. Indeed, the study conducted in 
the wild on Microcebus murinus (GoErlitz 
& siEMErs 2007) suggests a higher acoustic 
detection performance than observed here. this 
discrepancy can potentially be explained by 
the presence of leaf litter in natural conditions 
producing more noise upon movement of insect 
prey, thus aiding acoustic detection. Similarly, 
many bats depend on the vegetation to detect 
their prey by echolocation, even if some of them, 
such as M. bechsteinii and M. myotis, use passive 
listening to detect their prey via the noise the 
insects themselves produce (e.g. fluttering sound 
in moths) and the noise that is made by the insects 
when touching vegetation (e.g. rustling sound 
produced when beetles walk over substrate or 
moths touching leaves with their wing) (siEMErs 
& swift 2006). In addition, for bat species 
using only echolocation to detect prey (e.g. 
M. nattereri) the vegetation is rather hindering 
because it produces lots of echoes in which the 
echo of the prey can be embedded (backward 

masking effect). these bat species adapt their 
echolocation calls in a way to better deal with 
the problem of backward masking (e.g. calls of 
broad bandwidth, short duration). In primates, 
studies performed on tarsiers and Galagos also 
demonstrated the importance of audition in these 
nocturnal insectivorous predators (DoylE 1974; 
niEMitz 1979). Eulemur rubriventer is a species 
for which social communication involving 
growls is important (MittErMEiEr et al. 2006). 
the use of these sounds during communication 
could potentially also interfere with the acoustic 
cues emitted by potential prey. Finally, nocturnal 
species may be more dependent on auditory 
cues than diurnal or cathemeral species, yet this 
remains to be tested explicitly.

olfactory cues

Diet likely has a significant effect on the cues 
used in food detection in lemuriforms. Indeed, 
a similar experiment performed with mouse 
lemurs and using pieces of fruit instead of live 
prey demonstrated higher detection performance 
using olfaction (siEMErs et al. 2007) than we 
observed in red-bellied lemur. Frugivorous 
lemurs are likely more sensitive to smells derived 
from fruits than from insects, and thus it would be 
important to perform a similar experiment using 
fruits. Field observations showed that slender 
loris (Loris tardigradus) use olfaction to detect 
insects emitting strongly smelling repulsive 
substances (nEkaris 2005). thus, olfaction in 
addition to vision may be used by the red-bellied 
lemur in order to detect strongly smelling toxic 
prey such as millipeds, which they appear to like 
(MittErMEiEr et al. 2006). 

concluSIonS

Although our results suggest a dominant 
role of vision in prey detection in a cathemeral 
lemur species, a comparison with other primates 
differing in their daily activity cycle and utilising 
similar dietary resources is needed to test the 
generality of these results. Moreover, more 
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comparative data are needed to gain insights into 
the evolution of prey detection in primates.
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